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AROUND THE MUSEUM

Another (URP!) Great Party
The beer – and the root beer – flowed. The pizza and the
tacos and the barbecue flew out of the trucks. And that’s the
way it was at the fourth annual Party at the Museum, held
September 23 on the grounds of the McFadden-Ross House.
Sponsored by the Museum Guild of Dearborn, the party
drew more than 800 and netted the Dearborn Historical
Museum about $3,200. Caterers included Slows BAR B Q,
Rollin Stone Wood Fired Pizza and Chavo’s Tacos, and the
featured band was 80s Inc.
“It’s a great event for the City,” said Michael (Jack) Tate, the
Museum’s acting chief curator. “Even though we didn’t have
quite as big a crowd this time, it’s still our biggest event of
the year and helps us keep our doors open. And this was our
smoothest-run beer-tasting party yet – thanks to our staff
and all our volunteers.”
Next year’s party is scheduled for September 22.
(Photos/L. Glenn O’Kray)

ON THE COVER: Gary Grimshaw’s “Seagull” poster announced the iconic Grande Ballroom’s opening concerts
on October 7-8, 1966. Flanking it are the Grimshaw posters “Woolies,” left, and “Zebra Man,” advertising the following two weekends. The 50th anniversary of the “Seagull” is being celebrated with an exhibit at the Lincoln Park
Historical Museum until January 13, 2019. Grimshaw artwork is available at legrim57@gmail.com and garygrimshawposters.com in partnership with the Detroit Historical Society and WSU Press. (See related stories on Pages 58-69.)
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The rock/punk band the MC5 launched Russ Gibb’s six-year run as impresario at the Grande Ballroom on
October 7-8, 1966. (c. 1966 Photo)

The Grande’s Legacy, 50 Years Later:

‘You Got Music, Man!’
By Michael Jackman

Michael Jackman, a onetime student of Gibb’s at Dearborn
High School, is managing editor of Detroit Metro Times.

The Grande Ballroom is central to the memories of a lot
of baby boomers who sought it out for the international
rock and blues acts that performed there, as well as the
local performers who found their following at on the
venue’s stage, such as Iggy Pop and the MC5, or for the
revolutionary politics of John Sinclair’s White Panther
Party, which permeated the space like the incense that
was always burning.

When it comes to celebrating the past in metro Detroit,
we have no shortage of cultural history to champion.
But with the events of the relatively recent 1960s
hitting the 50-year mark, we’re in a position to trace
the outlines of our area’s countercultural history too.
And nothing makes that standpoint more relevant
right now than the fact that the first gig at the Grande
Ballroom, Detroit’s psychedelic rock palace, took place
a half-century ago.

And there has been a recent uptick in interest, as a
series of exhibits and at least one live music program
in the Detroit area have marked the Grande’s 50th
anniversary. In addition, several documentaries have
touched on the Grande, from the starring role it played
in 2012’s Louder Than Love: The Grande Ballroom Story,
to the bit part in the 2016 Jim Jarmusch doc Gimme
Danger. Louder Than Love director Tony D’Annunzio
summed up many people’s fond memories of the space
like this: “What really blows me away is that whenever

When Dearborn teacher Russ Gibb operated the Grande
Ballroom as a cutting-edge rock emporium from 1966 through
1972, he made an impact that still resonates around Detroit’s
music community. A series of 50th-anniversary celebrations of
the Grande’s opening is ongoing in the metro area, including an
exhibit at the Dearborn Historical Museum.
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I ask people about the Grande, I can see their eyes well
up and they go back to this place in Detroit. We’re
talking riots, Vietnam — nothing good, yet there was
this moment of happiness, this sense that it was the best
time of their lives and it was all associated with music
and the culture around it.”

town. And thanks to his exposure to the music scene,
given his background in radio, Gibb had all sorts of
contacts in the music world. He also traveled widely
and would stay in London with Eric Clapton, where he
saw the tightly knit community of boundary-pushing
rock acts.

Or as the late SRC guitarist Gary Quackenbush was
quoted as saying in David Carson’s 2005 book Grit,
Noise & Revolution, “I went there the first time and my
mind was just shattered. … The Grande was the best
place to go, and the best place to play that there ever
was. … The Grande made the Detroit audience. It made
Detroit the place to play, and the place to be from.”

As he recalled years later, it was no mystery that the
Midwest was a musical backwater. What the kids
were listening to in London would arrive in New York
and then slowly make its way to a place like Detroit.
By knowing what was ascendant in London and New
York, Gibb would be able to promote shows in Detroit
before any of the larger, more established promoters
would think of booking them.

Of course, what makes the Detroit venue a part of this
magazine’s history is the fact that the rock visionary
and impresario who ran the Grande was longtime
Dearborn teacher Russ Gibb, who still lives in the city.

But once Gibb traveled out to California and saw
the Fillmore, he began to sense he could re-create a
permanent venue for far-out rock and blues music
in Detroit. He settled on the old Grande Ballroom, a
1920s dance hall fabulously decked out in a Moorish
architectural style, built to accommodate 1,500 dancers
on its famous “bouncing” hardwood dance floor built
on springs. Gibb gave the ballroom a psychedelic
makeover, with washes of color projected onto a screen
in front, and an entire wall covered in aluminum foil.

Gibb’s Dearborn roots are undeniable: He was born
at the outset of the Great Depression to Scottish
immigrants, went to Salina Elementary, in the shadow
of the Rouge complex, and graduated from Fordson
High School. Gibb had already lived quite a bit and
established dual careers in radio and education when
the younger generation was
still getting into its adolescence.
But Gibb had something a
lot of his contemporaries
didn’t: a fascination with the
freewheeling youth culture of
the era. Or, as D’Annunzio said,
“Russ Gibb was incredible —
so open to whatever acts were
happening in this [tumultuous]
time.”

Gibb didn’t come up with
the formula for the Grande
himself, but found inspiration
for it before anybody else in
Detroit did. Gibb already knew
the ropes of promoting due Besides running the Grande Ballroom, Russ Gibb taught school in Howell and
to the sock hops he’d put on around 		 Dearborn for more than 40 years. (c. 1965 Photo)
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Chuck Berry, Rare Earth, Joe Cocker, Rush, Led
Zeppelin, Sun Ra, the Jeff Beck Group, the Kinks and
Elton John. The very first U.S. performance of the Who’s
opera Tommy took place at the Grande.

Gibb also showed an ability to reinvent himself, as the
junior high school teacher with a tie and a brush-cut
began sporting motorcycle boots, tank tops and long
hair. One writer described him as looking like a cross
between Gene Simmons and Howard Stern.

Gibb ended his involvement with the Grande in
1972, but those brief five years inspired a lifetime of
memories. Gibb took the lessons he’d learned and
parlayed them into a successful career teaching young
people what he’d learned, spending 20 years as a media
and video production teacher at Dearborn High
School, where I was one of his students.
He still liked pushing the boundaries
and taking chances. For instance, other
teachers would have been content to
let students make videos to punk rock
music, but Gibb made sure the students
could take an entire production van
to an edgy punk rock show in Detroit
and then show it on the air, helping his
students win national ACE (Award for
Cable Excellence) recognition in 1985.

In the early days, when it came to establishing the
ballroom and appealing to the hippie crowd his venue
attracted, Gibb leaned on activist and poet John Sinclair,
who suggested that the MC5 open the venue’s first event
on October 7-8, 1966. That drew in others who would
become members of the Grande team,
such as Gary Grimshaw, an artist who
emulated the light shows he had seen
out in San Franscico and designed the
first poster for the Grande Ballroom at
Rob and Becky Tyner’s kitchen table.
It didn’t hurt that Gibb’s radio alter
ego, “Uncle Russ,” was able to spread
the word about the Grande on Detroit
airwaves. As he recalled later, he
“worked out an arrangement with
the station to promote my shows on
the air. It was a win-win.” The crosspromotion expanded when Gibb
invested in Creem magazine.

Gibb never tired of telling stories about
his years at the Grande. Though he
reinvented himself again, adopting the
persona of a right-wing curmudgeon,
The long-haired Russ Gibb.
he reminisced about those days
The ballroom quickly attracted an o u t r a g (c.
e o1970
u s Photo)
lovingly. The stories he’d casually reel off, about what
array of local acts that bubbled up from
a delightful person Janis Joplin was, or
the area’s emerging proto-punk and psych-rock scene. how Iggy Pop had arrived for a show at the Grande
Later chroniclers would describe how it was a kind of
wearing a suit made out of tin foil, were some of the
“rock school” for such bands as the Stooges, the MC5,
riches he had to share. He even made a present of a
the Rationals and more. Thanks to that burgeoning pair of Eric Clapton’s old tennis shoes to one of my
scene, Gibb’s promotion on the radio and low, low
classmates.
ticket prices, the Grande quickly got to the point where
it could book national and international acts.
One of his favorite stories was about the night that B.B.
King played, a tale prompted by a rare organizational
The bands that played on the stage Gibb created reads
error: Gibb had said King would play last, but he had
like a roster of ’60s and ’70s music royalty, including the
also given the same deal to Alice Cooper, who wouldn’t
Grateful Dead, Cream, John Lee Hooker, Big Brother &
budge from headlining the show. He broke the bad
the Holding Company, Eric Burdon & the Animals, the
news to King the best he could, who told him not to
Fugs, Sly & the Family Stone, the Mothers of Invention,
worry, that he’d “blow them off the stage.” And the way
Pink Floyd, John Mayall, the Paul Butterfield Blues
Gibb told it, much of the crowd filtered out after King’s
Band, Van Morrison, Steppenwolf, Three Dog Night,
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recorded its second single, Gibb paid the bill. When
the MC5’s instruments were going to be repossessed,
Gibb paid a $200 ransom to let them finish the show
and signed for new instruments.

triumphant set was
finished.
How
did
the
conservativeleaning
kid
of
Scottish immigrants
become
so
embedded in the
Russ Gibb (c. 1990 Photo)
counterculture?
Primarily, he was an unusually open-minded person,
despite the shtick he adopted later in life. He never
lost his curiosity, and he was always looking for what
was new or next. I get the sense that, while he made
a good deal of money from out-there rock and roll,
the scenes he cheerfully exploited needed him to keep
them from falling apart. Gibb also had the media savvy
and fearlessness to get the job done. When the MC5

I remember Gibb telling me that somebody, perhaps
John Sinclair, had proposed burning an American flag
at the Grande. Gibb refused, saying it was too offensive.
But being a part of the counterculture did have its
dividends. As Gibb also loved to say, during the 1967
riots, when buildings were burning all over the west
side of Detroit, he and a few friends raced over in his
Thunderbird to see if the Grande was OK. Some kids
were in the street, and he asked them why the Grande
Ballroom was unmolested.
The kids laughed and said, “Because, you got music,
man!”

CELEBRATING THE HISTORY OF THE GRANDE BALLROOM
CURRENT EXHIBITS
Boll Family YMCA: 7-8 p.m. Nov. 26. “Gary
Grimshaw: Celebrating 50 Years of The Seagull,” exhibit opening, with posters for sale by Laura Grimshaw.
1401 Broadway, Detroit. 313-309-9662.
Boll Family YMCA – Marlene Boll Theater:
8 p.m. Nov. 26. “Y Arts’ Rockin’ Arts Bash,” $25-$40,
fund raiser with showing of Louder Than Love: The
Grande Ballroom Story documentary and panel discussion with director Tony D'Annunzio, artist Carl Lundgren, photographer Michele Lundgren and author Leo
Early. 1401 Broadway, Detroit. 313-309-9662.
Dearborn Historical Museum: Oct. 8 – Nov.
30, 2016. “Uncle Russ and His Grande Experiment,” an
exhibit of posters and photos exploring the history of
the Grande Ballroom. McFadden-Ross House, 915 N.
Brady, Dearborn. 10 a.m. – 3 p.m. Tuesday and Thursday. 313-565-3000.
Barnes & Noble - 2-5 p.m. Dec. 10. Book signing
with Leo Early, author of The GrandeBallroom: Detroit’s Rock ’n’ Roll Palace. 3120 Fairlane Dr., Allen
Park. 313-271-0688.
Lincoln Park Historical Museum: Aug. 13, 2016
– Jan. 13, 2019. “The Master Artist’s Studio,” an exhibit
celebrating the art career of Lincoln Park native Gary
Grimshaw and the 50th anniversary of his “Seagull”
poster. 1335 Southfield Rd., Lincoln Park. 1 p.m. – 6
p.m. Wednesdays and Saturdays. 313-386-3137.

Lincoln Park Historical Museum: “Kids
With a Dream,” a permanent exhibit on the Grande’s
proto-punk band, the MC5, whose members included
Lincoln Park natives Rob Tyner, Fred (Sonic) Smith,
Wayne Kramer, and Dennis (Machine Gun) Thompson.
Opened Aug. 13, 2016, with the Grimshaw exhibit. 1335
Southfield Rd., Lincoln Park. 1 p.m. – 6 p.m. Wednesdays and Saturdays. 313-386-3137.
PREVIOUS OBSERVATIONS
Ford Community & Performing Arts Center: Sept. 9 – Oct. 8, 2016. “An Exhibition of Detroit
Rock Posters and Photography,” featuring the work of
Gary Grimshaw, Carl Lundgren, Leni Sinclair, Dennis
Loren, Mark Arminski and John Collier. Closed with
a reunion concert commemmorating the 50th anniversary of the Grande as a rock venue. Sponsored by
the Dearborn Community Arts Council, Padzieski Art
Gallery and 60s Girl Productions.
Lincoln Park Historical Museum: July 11 –
Sept. 7, 2015. “The MC-50th Anniversary Exhibit: Kids
With a Dream,” on the MC5, with an exhibit poster by
Carl Lundgren.
Detroit Historical Museum: Oct. 18, 2014 –
Aug. 23, 2015. “Gary Grimshaw: Detroit’s Counterculture Poster Artist,” featuring the work of the Grande’s
original poster artist.
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‘Uncle Russ’ and His Grande Experiment
Nearly a half-century after his years as a rock music
mogul at the Grande Ballroom, Russ Gibb described his
experiences in a series of interviews with L. Glenn O’Kray,
host of the Dearborn Historical Museum’s long-running
cable TV show Through the Arsenal Gates. The interviews
with “Uncle Russ,” as Gibb was known back in the day,
aired on Dearborn’s CDTV in three half-hour installments
on July 3, 2013; July 19, 2013; and July 6, 2015. This
article includes portions of these interviews, although
Gibb’s comments have been condensed and reorganized for
brevity and clarity; the original interviews are available
online on cdtv.viebit.com. O’Kray is chair of the Dearborn
Historical Commission and secretary of the Museum Guild
of Dearborn.

The big disc jockeys would take records around to the
schools, charge $50, and then if there was a recording
artist going to be interviewed on their radio show,
they’d bring them and they’d mime to the records in the
school. And they were called record hops or sock hops.
And I’d done a lot of those, carrying records for ’em, you
know. I was the low man on the totem pole. I was the
gopher. So I’d learned a lot about how that worked.
And I went up to Howell, Michigan, to teach; I’d got
my teacher degree by that time. And you had to go to
church twice a month and be seen publicly. And you
had to sign a contract where you couldn’t have a drink
within 21 miles of town. You could go have a drink in
Williamston, Michigan, but not in Howell, Michigan. So
I started to think if I did the record hop. . . . They didn’t
allow dancing in Howell at that time. They thought that
was the devil’s work. Young people getting together and
knocking kneecaps. So I rented (a building) on Grand
River Avenue for $35. Gort $10 worth of posters. Knew
that I could get one of the disc jockeys up for 40 bucks
with records. And had the first dance. Well, the first
night we made a fortune. I mean, I made 40, 50 dollars
one night, of profit.

That turned into
a regular thing up
there. And I moved
to other cities around
Michigan with these
clubs. That’s how I
got involved in the
Grande Ballroom.
Because by this time
I was making a lot
more money in show
business than I was
making in teaching.
But teaching was
always my first thing.

Russ Gibb as a WKNR deejay.
(c. 1960 Photo)

And so I went out to
visit a Dearborn guy named Jim Dunbar, who was Mr.
KGO, ABC television, in San Francisco. He grew up on
Hartwell Street. And Jim Dunbar became famous. In fact
he hired J.P. McCarthy from ’JR to go to San Francisco.
And J.P. didn’t do well in San Francisco. He didn’t know
the territory like he knew Detroit, so he came back.
I had made enough money in record hops to buy a
brand-new, for-cash Thunderbird convertible. Man,
I was living. I mean, young guy – big, big convertible.
And I had 8-track sound in it – you didn’t go any bigger
than that. For a young guy – I was still in my early 30s
– I was making a lot of money. Not through anything
(involving) talent. It was just luck.
I drove out to California and had dinner with (Jim
Dunbar) and his wife, and he said, “Listen, there’s a guy
out here doing record hops sort of like you’re doing.”
It was where all the hippies were on Haight Street. So
he said, “I just had Bill Graham, the promoter, on my
TV show, and he gave me some passes to go there. I’ve
never been there. You want to go over?” And we went
down to this place, and I’d never seen anything like
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this before. Here were kids with long hair, beards and
bell bottoms. They had these projections lights all over
the walls crawling with amoebas. What I call amoebas,
anyway. Bands louder than hell. And they had all these
kids packed in there. So I said, “Wow, this is something
interesting. We don’t have anything like this in Detroit.”
What happened is that I met Bill (Graham) and I asked
him (about) that light that was flashing on and off. He
said, “That’s a strobe light.” I’d never seen a strobe light
before. He said, “I had a kid at the university make me
this.” He gave me his name and address and phone
Russ Gibb as Grande head man. (c. 1971 Photo)
number. The first strobe that ever came to the Grande or
to Michigan or anywhere around here was built by the the Fillmore here in Detroit. I figured out a long time
same guy who built the one at the Fillmore, the place earlier than this, putting on these record hops, when
that Graham had.
I put ’em on in certain areas of town, what was called
bad areas of town, I usually had pretty good attendance.
And then I asked him, “Well, how do you work this?” And it dawned on me the kids liked the adventure of
And his first question to me after that was “How far do going to rough areas. When they’re young, they don’t
you live from here?” He was worried about competition. give a damn. They think they’re impervious. Nothing
I said, “I’m from Detroit. About 21 hundred miles.” And bad is going to happen to them when they’re young.
he gave me all the information – who did the posters I remember my mother and father going ballroomand all of this stuff.
dancing at the Grande. So I drove down there, and it
was in the part of town that was called Blacktown. There
And I came back searching for a place that would be like were a lot of black folks living in that area, and a lot of
white folks were avoiding it.
And I talked to the guy that
owned it, Mr. Kleinman.
I cut a deal with a lease to
buy ’cause I didn’t know
whether I was going to
make money, how this is
going to work. ’Cause I
didn’t have anything but the
place in mind. So I took the
last $700 I had in the world,
gave it to him as a down
payment. Now everything
is a credit card and a prayer.

Carl Lundgren’s poster for the 2012 documentary
“Louder Than Love: The Grande Ballroom Story.”
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That’s when I met John
Sinclair. I went down to
Wayne State University.

biggest ripoff – I was charging
$5, outrageous, to see The Who,
Rod Stewart. You know, it’s
crazy.

Russ Gibb interviews the Who’s Pete Townshend. (c. 1969 Photo)
John introduced me to the people that wrote the
newspaper down there, South End. And that’s when I
got the MC5 as the house band. Motor City Five. They
dressed like The Beatles before they became hippies.
Seems like it was just yesterday that a bunch of kids
from Lincoln Park came and they auditioned to play
for me and I hired them. And they became famous and
made the Grande famous. And very interesting people.
The MC5, God bless them.

Tom Wright was the manager
of the Grande. He had been
the road manager of The Who,
and that’s how the English
bands started to come to me,
through Tom Wright. He was
an American citizen. His dad
was in the Air Force in London.
And that’s when he went to art
school with Peter Townshend.
A lot of these things don’t take
place just by your efforts. It’s a
team effort.

The first night, a Friday night, I think we had about 120
people showed up at $2.50.That didn’t quite cut all the
expenses I had, but it was a beginning. The next night
we had about 200 people there. The next week we had
300, 400 people. Five or six weeks down the pike we
were putting 1,000, 2,000 kids in there a night.
I would play black artists with white artists. When I was
growing up, you never heard a black artist on a white
radio station. But I would listen late at night on my radio.
And they had what they called clear channels. ’JR was a
clear channel. There was one from Nashville. You would
hear black music on
there. And that’s when
I first heard of Nellie
Lutcher. People always
talk about Rosa Parks
being one of the great
civil (rights) leaders.
I think Nellie Lutcher
was one of the early
ones, the first black
artist to break the
white barrier here in
Detroit. "Hurry on Nellie Lutcher (c. 1950 Photo)

John Sinclair did all their publicity. I didn’t know what
they were doing, but it didn’t matter. By this time I’d
become a good enough teacher to know that many
times the kids know more than you know. And if they
liked it, then I liked it. If they were willing to pay me
money for bringing that to ’em, I was quite happy. I’m an
old capitalist, pure and simple. They always would say,
“How were they (the bands) and how did they sound?”
And I said, “I wasn’t busy listening to them. I was in the
back room counting, to see how many people paid and
how many snuck in.”
And we got involved in putting on the shows at the
Grande. I hired John Sinclair. John’s wife worked in
the light show. By the way, John publicly and I were
enemies, supposedly, ’cause I was the capitalist pig. And
that’s all right. We would be sitting here having dinner
together, laughing. The next day I’d read that I was the
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Down" and "Fine Brown Frame" were a couple of her
songs. I liked black music. And I was a white boy and I
guess you weren’t supposed to do that, but I didn’t know
any better. I just liked the beat and the rhythm. And so
what happened is we hired a lot of black artists to play,
mix it up.
You name it, we played ’em. All the biggies. Just a lot
of the great bands. I played the Rolling Stones. I never
played the Rolling Stones in the Grande. I played them
at Cobo.
Chuck Berry. You had to pay him in advance before
he’d ever step on the stage. Cash, no checks. You had all
these idiosyncrasies (when) you dealt with artists.
Iggy Pop was one that I always remember. His dad was a
teacher at Fordson. The kids would call him Iggy’s pop.
Jimmy Osterberg.
Ted Nugent. He was too young to play there by himself.
Russ Gibb: “It was a great run.” (c. 1967 Photo)
He had to bring his mother with him. So she’d sit in my
dope. Well, when he became Ziggy Stardust, that all
office with me while he was playing. The Madman of
went away. We knew where he was really coming from.
Detroit.
He came and played for me, but at the Fisher Theatre.
B.B. King. He would come with two musicians and then Joey (Nederlander) had never done anything like that
he’d pick up two local musicians. A great performer, before. He said, “Who is this guy?” I said, “Never mind.
great guy to work with. B.B. said that (ours) was one He’ll fill it up.” And he did.
of the best shows he ever played because there was an
audience of young and old, black and white and tan and
yellow and red. And he said that it was a mixed audience
like he never played for before. And that was the secret
of the Grande. It appealed to a lot of people of all ages,
all ethnic backgrounds. And they shared the one thing
that music brings to all of us. There’s a piece inside us,
a harmony called music, and it was music for the soul.

It was much more casual in those days. I would call the
artists at their home. I used to call Rod Stewart. He was
living with his mom and pop outside of Edinburgh.
He would book himself. That was before the big, highpriced agents – which ruined rock and roll. That’s why
you’re paying $200 sometimes for a ticket. And I can’t
believe that anybody would pay that to hear a bunch of
musicians, but they are.

We expanded and expanded and I was doing national
shows before I knew it. The Nederlander family owned
theaters here, in New York and in L.A., and they were
partners in some of the things that we did. There was
a pantomimist that I had heard of when I was living in
London called David Bowie. I’m in his book. He talks
a lot about me. David said he didn’t want to come to
America ’cause he heard the Grande was loaded with

It was a great run. People say, “Why don’t you write a
book?” I said, “When I’m dead – then I’ll tell you about
all the true stories that we can’t talk about – Ketih
Moon’s birthday party at the Grande at 3 o’clock in the
morning where we’re all on roller skates, stark naked.”
Shame on me.
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The MC5: Their Metallic Spirit Lives On
By Maury Dean
Maury Dean, a former Dearborn resident, taught the history of
rock and roll at the college level for four decades and authored
several books on the subject. This article is excerpted from
his Rock and Roll Gold Rush (Maxwell/Hunter Publishing,
2003).

Rob Tyner . . . and his Motor city Five straddle Punk and
Heavy Metal genres. On the cusp of the Underground/
Alternative FM horn of 1968, their strident sound
surged in its wild way out of the smoky quagmire of
midtown Motown. . . . Furious with smoky blue funk
and rage, against a lifetime of perceived wage slavery in
some hellish demon-forge cauldron, the MC5 screamed
out their cosmic woes into the dark blue winds and
Michigan snowswirl skies. With amps half as big as
Cadillacs. To the max. They lived at my alma mater
Wayne State University (Casey Kasem’s, too). When
the student paper the Collegian was commandeered
by black-activist revolutionary John Watson and redubbed The South End, the White Panther-affiliate
MC5 moved into the newspaper office. . . .

The MC5’s “Kick Out the Jams”
was a sensation in 1968.
dad’s church with 7,000 devotees. The MC5 screamed
this number in 1967 concerts with Bob Seger, the
Southbound Freeway, and our Woolies. Singer Rob
Tyner (1944-91) boomed the strident MC5 message.
The MC5’s other ultra-loud guy, Fred “Sonic” Smith
(1949-94), married Patti Smith. . . . The MC5 opened
up lyrical floodgates recently tantamount to Rap vocals.

Rising rage in Detroit spurred White Panther Prez John
Sinclair’s book Guitar Army. In Detroit and University
of Michigan’s Ann Arbor nearby, Sinclair and Jack
Forrest and Pun Plamondon visualized a rising guitar
consciousness to blot out the world’s bombs that rained
from the smoky skies. Nervous local Draft Boards
and the business community fought to squelch the
voluminous voice of youth, trying, as usual, to overturn
the old world order. Soon Sinclair was busted for
possession of two joints; new draconian drug laws sent
him to jail for ten years. The MC5, the White Panthers,
and heavy Metal poised to take over the world – by
GUITAR.

Did both Punk Rock and Heavy Metal get their
start in the cavernous basement gym of the FIRST
UNITARIAN CHURCH at Detroit’s Cass and Forest
Avenues? In 1969, the MC5 cut a live album (rare PINK
disc) there in their benevolent subterranean sanctuary
– and the MC5 spat out brash, raw, basic tri-chordal
Metal, rampaging fire and brimstone with amps at 11.
Tyner and Fred “Sonic” Smith died of adjacent heart
attacks (46 and 45), too old to die young, and too young
to die old. But their Metallic spirit lives on.

“Kick Out the Jams” bellowed out of the Grande
Ballroom on Grand River Avenue, just a mile from
Motown Records and Aretha Franklin’s preacher66

The Woolies: Jump-Starting the Grande
By Bob Baldori

The Woolies played a week after the Grande Ballroom opened as a rock concert hall in 1966. From left,
Bee Metros, Stormy Rice, Jeff Baldori and Bob Baldori. (c. 1972 Photo)
the iconic music venue it became?

Bob (Boogie Bob) Baldori, a Dearborn native and founding
member of the rock/blues band The Woolies, has performed
as a professional musician for more than five decades. In
addition to playing and recording with Chuck Berry, he has
teamed with Bob Seeley and, more recently, Arthur Migliazza
in piano duo concerts. He lives in Okemos and also continues
a longtime legal practice.

The Woolies evolved from the attempts of Bill (Bee)
Metros and me – both Dearborn High School alums
– to put together a rock band with Robert (Stormy)
Rice. At the time, Stormy was singing in a folk duo, The
Beaver Basin Two, with James Sterba, a schoolmate of
Stormy’s from Corunna, Michigan.

The MC5 will always be known as the band that opened
Detroit’s Grande Ballroom back in the fall of 1966. But
if it hadn’t been for a show the following week by our
band, The Woolies, who knows whether the Grande
would have stayed open, let alone morph so fast into

We hooked up with an incredibly talented bass player,
Bob (Lamar) Hill. Bob could play drums, bass and
guitar – and do a great James Brown set. He was a real
pleasure to work with.
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The Woolies and rock legend Chuck Berry, second from right, at Chicago’s Auditorium Theater.
The band frequently backed up Berry in concerts. (1972 Photo/Justin Kestenbaum)
had a little success with it in mid-Michigan. Before a
year had passed, we had probably played half the high
school proms in Michigan, as well as most of the teen
clubs from Detroit to Traverse City.

We started booking local gigs under various names,
including The Night Shift, a rock trio I worked with
that included Maury Dean, yet another DHS alum.
A college mate at Michigan State, Marty Grossman, had
a friend in Chicago who was a big-time entertainment
entrepreneur. Marty, acting as our manager, set up an
audition in Chicago with Frank Fried, whose company
was Triangle Theatrical Productions.

The following summer we won the Vox Band of the
Land contest, an early version of today's American Idol
and similar competitions. I personally don’t believe
music should be “competitive” in any way, but there we
were – fortunate enough to come out on top in the only
contest we ever joined.

We took the train to Chicago and along the way decided
that we needed a name for this budding venture. We
came up with The Woolies on that train ride to Chicago.
I think it was shortened from wooly yarrow, a plant that
was growing in the Beal Botanical Gardens at MSU.
And it just seemed to fit

By this time Bob Hill had left the group (his parents
didn’t want him to have long hair!) and had been
replaced by my brother Jeffrey, who was 15 years old at
the time and still in school at DHS.
The Vox contest got us to Hollywood, where we met
producer Lou Adler. Lou put us into Western Sound
Studios, home of The Beach Boys, Frank Sinatra, The
Mamas and The Papas, Jan and Dean and many other
pop stars. We recorded five songs, including a Bo
Diddley cover, “Who Do You Love,” which was released
on Dunhill Records in 1966 and became a No. 1 hit in
several markets, including Detroit.

We must have passed the audition because Frank agreed
to produce records for us and immediately set up a
recording session at Columbia Recording Studios on
McClurg Court in the heart of Chicago. We recorded
five songs, and on that session we had another talented
singer / guitar player, Duane Story.
On that same trip, we saw a concert at McCormick
Place that included Tom Rush, The Kweskin Jug Band,
Phil Ochs, The Georgia Sea Island Singers and several
other folk luminaries. And we saw The Beatles at White
Sox Park. Both shows produced by Frank Fried.

Because it was our first release, it didn’t hit all the
markets nationally at the same time, and as a result did
not get very high in the national charts, although it was
a top-5 hit in many major markets. But it did become
somewhat of a cult classic in places like Boston, Los
Angeles and Chicago.

We released “Black Crow Blues,” a Bob Dylan song, on
TTP Records (Triangle Theatrical Productions) and
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the “summer of love” scene. Officially that was in San
Francisco in 1967, but we were in Los Angeles for the
first “love-in” in 1966 and had played the Whiskey
A-Go-Go, the Hullabaloo and other venues that were
precursors to the Grande. That scene was exciting and
eye-opening. We drew big crowds because “Who Do
You Love” was a hit in Detroit, and of course Chuck
Berry was an icon. But we weren't the perfect fit, as
our roots were in blues and rock in the traditions of
Robert Johnson, Elmore James, Howlin' Wolf and
Muddy Waters, not to mention Chuck.
Many of these artists circulated in the
“psychedelic” scene. In fact an album
we recorded with Chuck at my studio
in Lansing, though not released until
1971, was called San Francisco Dues,
and Chuck mentioned The Woolies
on one of the lead cuts on that album,
titled- “Festival.” We also recorded a
few songs like “Van de Grafs Blues,”
which had a serious psychedelic feel to
them.

Before recording again, Stormy decided he wanted
to live in California, and moved out there. He was
replaced by the incredible Jack (Zocko) Groendal, yet
another DHS product.
Around that time we went to see Chuck Berry at a local
roadhouse, The Dells on Lake Lansing. Chuck traveled
alone, and the local promoter was expected to provide
a backup band. Chuck was scheduled to play for six
nights, and the backup band was a heavy metal hair
band. It wasn’t working out, and the promoter saw us
in the audience. On a break, he asked
us if we could handle the job, and before
we knew it we were in the dressing room
with Chuck Berry.
It turned out to be a great fit, and we
went on to work hundreds of gigs with
Chuck over the next 40 years.

The Woolies played The Grande
Ballroom on October 14-15, 1966, the
second week it was open. If we hadn't
played that night, it would have closed,
We were good friends with John
Gary Grimshaw’s poster
and there was some haggling over
Sinclair and the MC5. In fact John and
advertised the Woolies at the
whether we were going to show up
I had been buddies since the early ’60s,
Grande in 1966.
because there was no money. We drew
and over the years I occasionally gave
a big enough crowd for Uncle Russ Gibb
him legal advice and performed many dates with him.
to pay us and keep going. After that, we played several
In fact I recently played his 75th birthday party in Ann
more dates there, some with Chuck Berry.
Arbor. John is a genius and has written some brilliant
“jazz” poetry that is a delight to experience. It is really
hard to believe how all those years have flown by.

The Grande was a rough venue. Poorly lit, awful
sound, and loaded with stoned drug peddlers and users
– mostly marijuana. It was definitely a product of the
spirit of the times, but only a part of a widely diverse
music scene in Michigan. One night you would play
the Grande, the next one of Punch Andrews Hideouts,
the next Daniel's Den in Saginaw or any one of the
dozens of teen clubs throughout the state. We played
most, if not all of them, along with just about every
high school prom and homecoming in the state over
the course of many years.

Last year the Woolies got together for the 50th
anniversary of our first year together. Jeff, Stormy, Bee
and I are still all alive, healthy and playing backbeat
rock and roll. And Zocko is still rocking in California.
We are contemplating another “reunion” next summer.
If that comes together, we will be posting notice on our
web site and social media outlets.
Check it out: www.thewoolies.com

We enjoyed the Grande scene. W were familiar with
it because we had also spent time in California during
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Norbert Schemansky: Our Own Superman,
Honored Everywhere Except His Hometown
By Richard Bak
The New York Times obituary on September 9 perfectly
captured the frustrating essence of Dearborn’s Norbert
Schemansky, calling him “one of the world’s greatest weight
lifters and the first to win medals in four Olympic Games, all
while scraping to make a living in a hometown . . . that more
than 60 years ago greeted his achievements with a shrug.” Mr.
Schemansky was 92 when he died at home on September 6,
2016.
Said the Times: “A bear of a man with a mild countenance, he
could be instantly picked out of a bevy of musclemen in tights
by his signature plastic-framed eyeglasses, as if Superman had
shown up still wearing Clark Kent’s. An international poll in
1954 ranked him as the fifth greatest athlete in the world. Yet
for all his success, Schemansky was consigned to stardom in
a sport that drew little notice in the United States. Even his
hometown, Dearborn, seemed indifferent, particularly before

and after the 1952 Games.”
Four decades later, in 1996, Dearborn formally honored
Schemansky by renaming Elmhurst Park, located at Outer
Drive and Penn, after him. Schemansky, who had worked for a
decade as a City construction inspector, was lauded by Mayor
Michael A. Guido as “an unsung hero of our community”
who “had not received proper recognition for his outstanding
accomplishments.” Guido also labeled Schemansky’s record
of medaling in four Olympics “one of the most awesome
achievements in Olympic history.”
The following article, recounting Schemansky’s gold medal
performance in 1952, is excerpted from Richard Bak’s 2007
biography, Mr. Weightlifting. Bak, a longtime Dearborn
resident, is the author of more than 30 books. including
xxxxxxxxxx

Norbert Schemansky, third from right, with family members and City officials including Mayor Michael A.
Guido, far right, at the newly renamed Schemansky Park. (1996 Photo/Bruce Harkness)
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A symbol of the deepening U.S.-Soviet rivalry was
a large scoreboard Russians erected at the Otaniemi
complex that prominently displayed the countries’
respective medal counts. Thanks to their domination of
the wrestling and gymnastics events, the Soviets surged
into the lead in the first couple weeks of competition.
Propagandists from Eastern Bloc countries used
the favorable results to help tout the superiority of
communism over capitalism. Officials of Western
nations naturally fretted. Caught in the middle were
the athletes. “There were many more pressures on
American athletes because of the Russians,” Bob
Mathias, who in Helsinki became the first person to
win a second consecutive decathlon, later said. “They
were in a sense the real enemy. You just loved to beat
’em. You just had to beat ’em. . . .”

The 1952 Olympics
represented a nice change
of pace for Norb, who had
successfully defended his
middle-heavyweight title
at the Senior Nationals
before heading off for
Finland. For the first time
in his life he was making
an ocean crossing in an
airplane instead of a boat.
Norbert Schemansky
He tried out the camera
(1952 Photo)
he had won in Milan
during the long flight, though what he mostly captured
were photographs of the wings. . . .
The team that flew to Helsinki in July 1952 was worth
preserving on film. It was the greatest collection of lifters
ever to represent the United States in the Olympics,
as well as one of the strongest squads ever assembled
anywhere in the history of international weightlifting.
Among the bicep-bulging passengers were Norb, John
Davis, Stanley Stanczyk, Tommy Kono, Pete George
and Jim Bradford, each of whom would make the return
flight to America with either a gold or silver Olympic
medal tucked securely into their baggage. . . .

The weightlifting competition was held in Messuhalli
Arena. Norb had tremendous respect for the Russians,
who were chaperoned everywhere to discourage
fraternization with Western athletes. To this day he
maintains the most impressive feat of strength he ever
witnessed was during a rare open training session when
Grigori Novak cleaned 281 1/2 pounds and pressed
it. “I mean back when a press was a press,” Norb said.
“Then just for the hell of it he lowered the weight down
behind his neck and pressed it three times.”

The Olympics officially opened on July 19, 1952, as
nearly 5,000 athletes from 69 countries marched in
pouring rain into the 70,000-seat Olympiastadion. The
parade of nations included participants from Japan
and Germany, who were welcomed back after being
excluded from the ’48 Games.

Clyde Emrich, a member of the U.S. squad, was there
watching that day with Norb. “It was a terrific lift,” he
recalled. “I think when Novak did that he was trying to
send a message to Norb. Norb was impressed, but in his
typical way he didn’t show it or let the Russians know it.
He told me he would get Novak on the other two lifts –
the snatch and the clean and jerk – and he did.”

Russian athletes competed in the Olympics for the
first time in forty years, since the country’s last preCommunist appearance in 1912. Displaying the mix
of paranoia and secrecy that had come to characterize
the Cold War, the Soviet Union originally announced
it would house its athletes in Leningrad and fly them
in daily for events. The Reds soon settled on building
their own Olympic village in Otaniemi, near the Soviet
naval base at Porkkala. Athletes from other Communist
nations also stayed there.

1952 Olympic Weightlifting Results
Middle Heavyweight
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Kgs.

Gold:

Norb Schemansky, U.S.A.

445

Silver:

Grigory Novak, U.S.S.R.

410

Bronze:

Lennox Kilgour, Trinidad

402.5

Norbert Schemansky won silver in the first of his four Olympic competitions between 1948 and 1964.
(1948 Photo)
Novak, the man Norb had to beat to win gold, was one
of Russia’s most venerated sports heroes. He had yet to
be defeated in international competition, though this
distinction has to be qualified with the reminder that the
war had caused all but two of the world championships
between 1939 and 1945 to be canceled, as well as two
Olympics. And, of course, the Soviets had sat out the
first postwar Olympics and several other international
meets. This meant there were limited opportunities for
anyone to defeat Novak. (The same qualifier applied
to John Davis, whose equally remarkable unbeaten
streak included several major tournaments lost to war,
injury, financial difficulties or some other reason.)
Nonetheless, when Novak did compete, he won, often
convincingly.

dollars. Soviet lifters quickly got wise, choosing to
set individual records incrementally, collecting a new
bonus each time, instead of lifting all that they were
capable of at one time. “It is this professionalism,
as we would term it in this country, which makes it
increasingly difficult to outperform the Soviet athletes,”
complained Bob Hoffman. “The Russian lifters travel
around in a group month after month and year after
year. In Paris in 1946 there were at least 20 lifters who
came with the Russian party of 38.” By comparison
Hoffman could afford to bring only six American
lifters, all of whom had just a few days together to train,
while he himself served as the squad’s coach, trainer,
manager, and delegate to the international convention
held in conjunction with the tournament.

Six years earlier, in 1946 at Paris, he had pressed 309
pounds at the World Championships en route to winning
the light-heavyweight title. As wards of the government,
favored athletes like Novak enjoyed numerous perks
while pursuing their fulltime livelihood in the gym.
The going rate for a championship or a new record
reportedly was 25,000 rubles, about $500 in American

Norb was the underdog in his head-to-head match
with Novak. “Most people in Europe didn’t think
I could beat him,” he reflected many years later.
“Few men today could beat him at strict pressing.”
Handicapping Norb’s chances was the painful muscle
pull he suffered in his right thigh during training. He
did it while attempting to jerk a barbell loaded with
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The final weightlifting results from the 1952 Summer
Games revealed the Americans and Soviets between
them had seized two-thirds of the medals, including
all of the golds and all but two of the silvers. In the
unofficial team totals (which could be scored in any
number of ways, depending on which country was
trying to claim supremacy), Norb’s gold medal gave
the American lifters a narrow victory over the Soviets.
Schemansky “broke the Russians’ hearts,” claimed
Dietrich Wortmann, chairman of the American
weightlifting committee and incoming president of
the International Weightlifting Federation. “Novak
is a legend in the Soviet Union. . . . He’s such a big
man he eats with Stalin. But our champion, Norbert
Schemansky, spotted the Russian a big edge in the press
and then won with a world record lift . . . and it hurt.”
The Russians, who appreciated brute strength over all
other qualities, were impressed enough by what they
considered the biggest upset of the entire Games to
invite the Detroiter and his teammates to their embassy
for an official reception. Tellingly, no such offer was
extended by the U.S. embassy.

341 pounds. A worried trainer told the press, “We hope
to get him back in shape for the contests but cannot
make any predictions.” Those who expected Norb to
be apprehensive didn’t know their man. He made his
own prediction. “I’ll send him to the salt mines,” he
reportedly said.
The lifting events began at 9 o’clock in the morning of
Sunday, July 27, and continued into the wee hours of
the following day. Novak was expected to press 319, but
the best the world’s record-holder in the slow lift could
do was 308. Norb got up 281, which gave the Russian a
27-pound cushion heading into the quick lifts. Novak
started with 275 in the snatch, but it wasn’t until his
third try that he was able to make it. Meanwhile,
Norb went on to snatch 308 1/2, wiping out Novak’s
advantage and setting a middle-heavyweight record
in the process. In the clean and jerk, Novak lifted 319,
but Norb created a stir in the hall by jerking 391 1/4, a
record for the mid-heavy class. Skee, who weighed in at
196 pounds in his socks and trunks, thus became the
heaviest man to clean and jerk double his body weight.
He wasn’t through, however. He called for 402 pounds
on his third attempt, but couldn’t quite pull off the lift.

The strong showing by Americans in lifting, as well as
in other events like boxing and basketball, helped to
narrow the gap in the overall medal standings in the
final days. By the time of the closing ceremonies one
week later the United States had out-medaled their
super-power rivals, 76-71, including a 40-22 edge
in gold medals. Russian officials quickly and quietly
dismantled their scoreboard. The Russians’ performance
raised suspicions. Wortmann told the press of a secret
weapon – a vial filled with a mysterious substance that

By the end of the competition Norb had lifted a total
of 981 pounds, shattering his own world’s record by
forty pounds and easily capturing the gold medal.
Novak, the silver medalist, finished far behind with a
three-lift total of 904. “Norb was the sensation of the
meet,” declared Hoffman, extending his own records in
the snatch, jerk, and total and “showing such strength,
super speed and lifting skill” while doing so.

Norbert Schemansky lays back to lift 396 pounds at the Tokyo Olympics, eventually pressing 420 pounds on
his way to a bronze medal. (1964 Photos)
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the Soviets sniffed
between lifts.
“I don’t know what
it was,” he said.
“It was a drug,
or a stimulant,
or
something.
Anyhow, before
each lift a bottle
of the stuff would
be put under the
competitor’s nose
and he’d take a
deep whiff. Then
his eyes would
Norbert Schemansky (1964 Photo)
become
glassy
and he’d start lifting like a maniac. Idon’t think it gave
them any strength but it probably relaxed them and
made them not afraid of the bars. It made them seem
unconscious of anything else about them. They looked
dazed. But after a while the effects would wear off and
the fellows would get back to normal. Then they’d take
another whiff.”

Schemansky’s Medal History
Olympic Games

Gold: 			

1952 Helsinki

Silver: 			1948 London
Silver: 			

1960 Rome

Bronze: 		

1964 Tokyo

World Championships
Gold: 			
1951 Milan
Gold: 			1953 Stockholm
Gold: 			
1954 Vienna
Silver: 			1947 Philadelphia
Silver:			1962 Budapest
Silver: 			1963 Stockholm

Pan American Games
Gold:		

1955 Mexico City

Norb was on a natural high. After years of being viewed
as John Davis’s understudy, winning the gold medal was
immensely satisfying. “When you start training, that’s
what you think about from the very beginning. You
want to be the best. So when you’re up there, and you
know you are the best, it’s a pretty nice feeling.”
The view from Olympus, however, was again a bit of a
letdown. Norb wasn’t quite sure what an Olympic gold
medalist was supposed to receive in terms of acclaim
or material reward, but he wasn’t prepared for the
decidedly underwhelming reaction he experienced in
his own hometown. “I got off the plane from Helsinki
and took a bus downtown,” he recalled. “Then I got on
another bus and went home. Nobody knew who the hell
I was except this porter at the bus terminal. He said,
‘Nice going, Schemansky.’ He even mispronounced my
name. And that was it. . . .”
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Norbert Schemansky finishes his Olympic career
with a bronze medal, placing behind Soviets Leonid
Zhabotinsky, center, and Yury Vlasov. (1964 Photo)

How ‘Scoop’ Helped Hubbard Outsmart Everybody
And Win Over a ‘Wide-Open Town’
By David L. Good
teaser, “Exclusive: Scoop rips lid off America’s biggest
vice scandal!” The magazine trumpeted news of
Slamer’s suspicious death and the trail of corruption
leading up to it over five pages of its November 1941
issue. The headline: “Vice gangs rule America’s defense
arsenal.”

All through the 1930s, Dearborn was “the most wicked, wideopen town in the country,” as Orville L. Hubbard would later
put it. Gangsters had free run of the City, police were on the
take, and Henry Ford’s right-hand man, Harry Bennett, made
sure the Ford Motor Company had a say in municipal affairs.
Seventy-five years ago an improbable election campaign
changed everything in Dearborn for decades to come. Not only
did Hubbard win his first election as mayor – with an assist
from a police magazine – but he managed to stay in office for
36 years.

No one could know it at the time, but the fingerpointing expose in Scoop helped set up a chain of
events that would shape Dearborn for the next 36 years
and beyond, beginning with the election of Orville
L. Hubbard as mayor only days after the magazine’s
publication.

This article was adapted from David L. Good’s Orvie: The
Dictator of Dearborn (Wayne State University Press, 1989).
A retired Detroit News reporter and editor, Good is editor
of The Historian and immediate past chair of the Dearborn
Historical Commission.

The way police figured it, the car had been sitting there
in the woods, 300 feet off the highway, for about three
days. Someone had set the brakes and left the motor
running, then pitched a soft drink bottle and a green
prescription medicine bottle out the driver’s side
window.
Now, on this sweltering July day in 1941, flies swarmed
around the solitary Lincoln Zephyr. The gas tank was
empty. In the trunk was a bottle of wine, partially drunk.
On the ground nearby were the other two bottles, both
of them empty. On the front seat was unmistakable
evidence that someone had been convulsed in a wave
of nausea. And behind the wheel was the stiff, bloated
carcass of Charles W. Slamer, chief inspector of police
of the City of Dearborn.
Slamer’s death quickly became national news. An overthe-top New York police magazine called Dan Gillmor’s
Scoop summed up the case with the sensational cover

"Scoop" targeted Dearborn’s mob in 1941.
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Back at headquarters, the two suspects were booked
on minor disorderly charges under City ordinance and
released immediately – by Slamer himself.

As reported in Scoop
and the local papers,
Dearborn – the town
where Henry Ford
lived, expanded his auto
empire and soon would
focus much of the war
production effort – was
a wide-open den of
gambling, prostitution
and corruption. That
was quite a revelation
for many Dearbornites.
They were accustomed
to reading about labor
Orville L. Hubbard
strife, most notably the
(1941 Photo)
Ford Hunger March of
1932 and the so-called Battle of the Overpass of 1937.
In the first event, Dearborn police and Ford employees
at the Rouge Plant fired into a group of 3,000 unarmed
demonstrators and killed five of them; in the second,
thugs hired by Ford Motor Company brutalized
Walter Reuther and other labor organizers at the plant
while police stood by and watched. Aside from these
disruptions, however, most Dearborn residents felt
that theirs was a staid, upright community, seldom in
the headlines since the merger of old Dearborn and
adjacent Fordson in 1929.

It didn’t take long for news of Slamer’s peculiar
compassion to spread. The Detroit metropolitan area
already was caught up in a wide-sweeping corruption
probe under three separate grand juries overseen by
Wayne Circuit Judge Homer Ferguson, later to be
elected a U.S. senator. The next day Slamer was ordered
before Ferguson. Why, he was asked, had he released
the two men, and why had they not been charged
under state law with a more serious offense? Ferguson
already had cited Slamer for contempt the year before,
accusing him of “evasive and contradictory” answers
in another matter, and the judge obviously didn’t like
what he heard this time much better.
A few days later he indicted Dearborn Police Chief
Carl A. Brooks, along with two vice squad detectives,
a former member of the vice squad and nine alleged
underworld characters. Slamer was named an
unindicted co-conspirator. The charge: The Dearborn
Police Department was taking graft for protecting the
National Daily Bankers, the biggest numbers racket in
Michigan, with a reported yearly take of $500,000 (over
$8 million in today’s dollars) in Dearborn alone.
Dearborn Mayor John L. Carey suspended Brooks and
Slamer immediately, along with the other two officers.
But Brooks, arrested on his farm outside of town,
collapsed on his way back to Dearborn and never even
made the arraignment. He died of a heart attack within
three weeks.

Things changed fast after a wild auto chase through the
streets of Dearborn in May 1941, two months before
Slamer’s body was found near semirural Flat Rock. Two
Dearborn policemen had spotted a suspicious-looking
car on Miller Road near the Rouge plant. The two men
inside were exchanging what looked like money and
envelopes with men in other cars. As the officers drew
alongside, the car suddenly lurched off, slamming into
the open door of the police vehicle and ripping it off
its hinges. The lawmen, Louis Cruzen and Thomas
Davey, finally overtook the speeding auto after blasting
out a rear tire with a shotgun. Police later found three
envelopes full of cash in the car and another envelope
containing policy betting slips in the grass along the
route of the chase.

Slamer got his chance
to talk, however,
as did the others.
Though Brooks had
told reporters he
had “never taken
a quarter” from
anyone,
testimony
Judge Homer Ferguson
suggested that he
(c. 1948
Photo)today) a
was raking in up to $10,000 (over
$160,000
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Inspector Charles Slamer, left, and officer Henry Mida, Tommy gun and all. (1929 Photo)
Dearborn was hardly even noticed amid all the other
Ferguson investigations.

year from the racketeers. In contrast, Slamer admitted
taking only $50 or so (over $800 today) a month from
gamblers and brothel keepers. He didn’t get more, he
said, because the “old man” (Brooks) “was awful greedy
and wanted it all.”

But if the grand juries didn’t uncover much in Dearborn,
still they shocked
the good citizens
there into realizing
it was time to
turn the rascals
out. Those who
felt that way got
their opportunity
in October 1941,
when
perennial
candidate Orville
L. Hubbard – who
since 1932 had run
and lost in nine
races for Congress,
state Senate, mayor,
Chief Carl Brooks
(c. 1933 Photo)
City Council and

Other testimony depicted Dearborn as a haven for
dice games, baseball pools, slot machines and some 30
bordellos controlled by the racketeers.
Scoop magazine went so far as to implicate Harry
Bennett, chief of Ford’s head-busting security force.
Bennett, Scoop asserted, had used “his position … to
bring into Dearborn a horde of criminals and gangsters,
thereby helping to create the conditions that bred the
wholesale vice and corruption of the city government.”
The only others charged with wrongdoing in Dearborn,
however, were the secretary of the City’s Public Safety
Commission and a City councilman. Neither was
convicted. In truth, except for Brooks’ heart attack and
Slamer’s death, which eventually was ruled a suicide,
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match. As Hubbard was to explain it, Ford men working
for Bennett tried to keep anyone from ever seeing the
story, by buying up every copy of the magazine they
could find. Hubbard’s countermove was to have one of
his supporters order a special issue of 1,000 copies of
the magazine – and distribute them across town.
So, with Scoop’s serendipitous aid, Hubbard succeeded
in implicating Doyle without actually accusing him of
anything illegal. The strategy was simple: Since Doyle
was a City Hall insider, he at least should have known
about the wrongdoing. In one of his last newsletters
before the Nov. 4 final election, Hubbard argued that
Doyle did not deserve voters’ trust:

Orville L. Hubbard, left, and outgoing
Mayor John Carey. (1942 Photo)
justice of the peace – took on six-year City Council
veteran Clarence Doyle.

The turnout ran much higher than it had for the
primary, and at one point Hubbard and Doyle were
exactly even, with 5,353 votes apiece. But then the westend returns came in, overwhelmingly behind Hubbard,
to give him a final margin of 9,155 to 8,129. So, after
nearly a decade of failure, Orville L. Hubbard finally
had won an election, and by the following January, he
would become Dearborn’s third mayor.

Hubbard, an attorney and former assistant state attorney
general, had come within 1,000 votes of unseating
Carey as mayor in 1939, and he now was able to use
his status as an outsider to run as a reform candidate.
“It was lucky for me I didn’t get elected in 1939, when I
came so close,” he later told the Detroit News. “I’d have
been blamed for everything.”
Doyle had been a high-profile political figure in
Dearborn for more than a decade, not only as an
incumbent councilman, but also as a member of the
Wayne County Board of Supervisors and the Henry Ford
Board of Education. Hubbard had scored a surprising
primary win in October by a vote of 5,575 to 4,705, and
the Doyle campaign’s response, Hubbard later told this
writer, was dirty politics: The upstart Hubbard suddenly
found himself accused of belonging to the Ku Klux Klan
and the even more notorious Black Legion.

By the time he left office at the beginning of 1978, all but
incapacitated by a stroke, Hubbard could claim a share
of the record for most consecutive years in office by any
full-time mayor in American history.

Hubbard fought back with newsletters urging voters
not to be “fooled by any last minute false-and-malicious
campaign propaganda or fast-and-slick campaign
tricks. IT IS TIME FOR A CHANGE.” He then got the
luckiest break of his career when Scoop’s November
issue on Dearborn corruption hit the stands, complete
with a cover showing a hard-looking moll about to spill
“the name of the Big Shot” to a note-taking reporter.
Councilman Clarence Doyle (c. 1941Photo)

The next moves in the campaign played out like a chess
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Museum Weather Report:

Ask Our New Curator About Grants
– Or Chickens and Horseshoes and Cannons
By L. Glenn O’Kray
and
is
getting
acclimated to the
area. Maybe you want
to take him to lunch.
He might thank you
by shoeing your
horse. Or tell you
everything there is to
know about chickens.

L. Glenn O’Kray is chair of the Dearborn Historical
Commission and secretary of the Museum Guild of Dearborn.

It’s been an exceptionally busy last few months for the
Dearborn Historical Museum: Garage Sale, Pasta for
Paint, Beer Tasting Party, Halloween Party, Ghost Walk
and Antiquarian Book Sale. However, an even more
important development deserves special mention –
the hiring of the first full-time, paid employee at the
Museum since the end of the 2011-12 fiscal year.

I first met Andrew at
his job interview with
the Museum. There
were two things
that especially stood
out. He had earned
an
“outstanding
Andrew Kercher at Ft.
employee
award” Michilimackinac. (2016 Photo)
from his previous
employer — great for us! Another item attracted my
attention. When asked if he could begin work just
before the Beer Tasting Party in September, he replied
that he did not know if he could meet our expected date
of employment — he didn’t want to leave his previous
employer in a jam, thereby jeopardizing his potential
employment at our Museum. I love that attitude!

Andrew Kercher, who started work in October as
our new assistant chief curator, represents a recent
breakthrough in City policy. Although the O’Reilly
administration has consistently endorsed ongoing
funding for the Museum, the City Council cut back
our operating support from the general fund to zero
4 ½ years ago. Rather than the 15 full- and part-time
employees that we had at our peak, we survived with
the work of volunteer Jack Tate as acting chief curator,
along with the help of Marguerite Baumgardner and
three other part-time employees. Our wonderful
part-time staff currently consists of Matthew Graff,
Jamie Croskey and Mason Christensen, along with
Marguerite.
This year the Council approved funds for the new
position, so hiring Andrew is a big deal. At $40,979 per
year, we will squeeze him like he’s never been squeezed
before. Andrew will be taking on many of Jack’s
activities, including attending meetings in his stead,
looking at finances and writing grants.

Andrew has an unusual background. In 1990 he
came home from the hospital as a newborn in a 1959
Cadillac. His mom was a teacher. He spent a lot of time
with his grandparents. His grandmother was a teacher’s
aide. His grandfather was a history buff who loved old
cars. At the age of 10, Andrew drove a Model T. His
grandfather loved old weapons as well and sucked

The new assistant chief curator is living in Melvindale
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had no snowmobile or horse.

Andrew into this area
of interest.

Andrew worked in outreach for history programs
throughout the state for a couple of months each winter.

There
are
other
interesting
things
about Andrew. He
graduated magna cum
laude from Albion
College in 2011, with
majors in history
and philosophy. He
worked for the Gerald
R. Ford Institute for
Andrew Kercher on the Brig Public Policy and
Niagara. (2014 Photo)
coordinated
events
allowing students to interact with regional and
national political figures. Through this forum, he met
President George W. Bush. Thinking that some 1,000
people would be present at a get-together for the
Texan-born president, Andrew wore boots and spurs.
Only 100 attended – and Andrew immediately drew
the president’s eye.

The seasonal work led him to an advanced degree. He
got his master’s in historic preservation last spring from
Eastern Michigan University. When asked what he
learned in graduate school, he replied, “There’s a form
for everything.” At EMU he studied in an old building
that had not been renovated since 1956. A window was
stuck open. He found that there is a form to requisition
a space heater.
In his graduate courses, Andrew learned some
basic processes like Past Perfect, a software package
that museums, including our own, use to catalog
information. He learned about the basic duties of a
curator, and he also studied ethics and philosophy as
they relate to history. His quote from his program is
a good one: “We are just stewards. We’re only passing
through. We’re saving history for future generations.”
Andrew believes that history doesn’t repeat itself but
plays the same themes. I believe him. I believe that
just as he was a great employee at the Mackinac State
Historic Park, he will also be a great employee at the
Dearborn Historical Museum.

Until assuming his position at our Museum, he worked
as senior historic interpreter for the Mackinac State
Historic Park, beginning in late 2009. He got paid for
shooting muskets and cannons, and he found it was
good exercise to carry his 11-pound musket around
the island. He also served as a blacksmith, managed 14
gardens planted with heirloom 18th-century crops and
introduced chicken raising.
During the summers he would
perform wedding re-enactments
because he could do so in Latin and
French.
His position on Mackinac Island
lasted each May until October.
During the winters, he worked as a
security guard for the Grand Hotel.
One great thing there was that he
could read on the roof of the hotel at
4 a.m. under the light of the Aurora
Borealis. He walked to work, as he

Andrew Kercher at Greenfield Village. (2015 Photo)
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Dearborn Historical Museum

Calendar of Events
2016-17 Fall/Winter

November
22 Historical Commission Meeting

6 p.m.

December
3 Annual Victorian Tea
(Commandant’s Quarters, free)
8 Historical Society Christmas Party

1-6 p.m.
6 p.m.

January
4 Lecture, Selfridge ANG Base (free)
24 Historical Commission Meeting

7 p.m.
6 p.m.

February
1

Lecture, Edsel & Eleanor
Ford's Wedding (free)
28 Historical Commission Meeting

7 p.m.
6 p.m.

Unless specified, all meetings above held at McFadden-Ross House.
For more information call 313-565-3000.

June 30, 2016

				

Village

(313) 278-4870

PICTURE FRAMING & ART GALLERY, LLC
www.villageframingandgallery.com

Thomas Clark		
Owner

22191 Michigan Ave.
Dearborn, Michigan 48124

sales@villageframingandgallery.com
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Thank you for preserving the wonderful history of Dearborn!
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Mary Hope Bandyke
Rabih Bazzi
David L. Good
Nancy A. Hubbard

Jerry Olson
Kathlene (KiKi) Rodgers
Mohamed Sion
Michael (Jack) Tate

Andrew Kercher , Assistant Chief Curator
Marguerite Baumgardner
Mason Christensen

Jamie Croskey
Matthew Graff
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